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 Andalusía Experiences
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Private Visit  
Andalucía 

Gastronomy
Andalucía

Crafts
Andalucía



Alhambra & Generalife 

Alhambra and Generalife Private Tour, where you will live in an

exclusive way, the life story of the last inhabitant in La Alhambra,

in the Partal.

Listening to the sound of Water, enjoying its aromas, its history

and its life makes our visit an exclusive experience, accompanied by

a private guide, specialist in Art, Architecture, Andalusian history,

Kind-friendly, or architecture ... an Author's Visit .

Visit to be made by Nasrid Palaces, Gardens, Partal, Generalife,

Palacio Carlos V, Alcazaba, Parador de San Francisco….

Duration - approx. 3 hours

Private guide 

Languages: request the language in which you want to visit

Tickets to the monument (if you do not have them)

Personal reception, by the Niece of Maria the last inhabitant

Visit in part accessible, modifying the itinerary in some of the

points of the monument (important to communicate it at the time

of booking, to prepare it and have everything organized)

Transportation if necessary, pick up at hotel / meeting point
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Showcooking  

 

Gastronomic creation in The Alhambra, makes the experience unique, and if it is also carried out in

one of the most emblematic houses of Granada, El Carmen, in Arabic "karm" (vineyard), a house of

Hispanic-Muslim origin, it will be able to move to another age. 

 

For the Muslim from Granada of the 11th century, this house was a rustic property with peculiar

characteristics and always located outside the city walls and never inside the medina.In the

Alhambra we have one of them where they can enjoy this Experience, in a way private, where you

will prepare the food that you will taste once finished.

 

Cooking Experience based on the Local and Mediterranean:

 

Will perform the elaboration live

Step-by-step explanation of its preparation by the chef

Will have fun cooking

Duration 1 to 2 hours approximately

Minimum number 4 People - Maximum 20 people

Private Experience - Only organized by you with whoever you want

Language: Spanish * (if you need another language, request it) additional cost

Hours: Mornings (from 12 noon) every day of the year
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Albaic in ,  s t ro l l  through the  o ld  Arab quarter

A tr ip  to  Granada should  take  you on a  pr ivate  walk  through the  o ld  Arab Quarter ,  E l

Barr io  de l  A lba ic ín .

I t s  cobb led s t reets ,  mosa ics ,  c i s terns ,  founta ins ,  l ight ,  v iewpoints ,  a  spe l l  that  you wi l l

exper ience  in  the  hands  of  one  of  our  gu ides ,  dec lared a  Wor ld  Her i tage  S i te ,  on i t s  doors

and wal l s  there  are  remains  of  Arab t races .

The  A lba ic ín  offers  spectacu lar  v iewpoints  wi th  impress ive  v iews over  Granada and the

Alhambra .  Mirador  de  San Nico lás  Mirador  de  San Cr i s tóba l ,  or  a  sunset  f rom Sacromonte .

Or  the  Mirador  de  La Mezqui ta  Mayor  de  Granada,  an I s lamic  temple  inaugurated in  2003.

I t  i s  the  f i r s t  mosque bu i l t  in  the  c i ty  s ince  1492,  af ter  a  h iatus  of  500 years .

Carmenes  abound,  "Carmen,  house  wi th  Arab ic  or ig in"  karm "means  v ine ,  in  a lmost  a l l

Carmenes  there  i s  a  green roof  to  shade the  house .

E l  Bañue lo ,  in  Ba jo  A lba ic ín  i s  one  of  the  few o ldest  ex i s t ing  Arab Hammams or  pub l ic

baths .

S top for  a  tea  to  en joy the  Arab f lavors



 Federico García Lorca, visit and gastronomy

Federico García Lorca is an important part of the history of Granada. Many corners accompanied the life

of García Lorca around the world, but his favorite corners are in Granada where he was born and lived.

Tailor-made Lorca experiences, a special tour about Federico's life and places, on a First Route in the

house where he lived in Valderrubio and La Vega where he wrote.

Second Route between Víznar and Alfacar

The Barranco de Víznar is located where Federico is paid tribute in the place where it is believed that he

was assassinated along with his three companions in a wide strip of land that goes from Alfacar to

Víznar.

Fuente Grande, the Fuente de las Lágrimas or Aynadamar, according to Arabic terminology, is a spring

located in the upper part of Alfacar (Granada), where the water from the spring emerges through small

bubbles reminiscent of tears.

 Aynadamar comes from the Arabic (ayn ad-damaʿa) and is composed of two words, ʿayn (‘eye’ and, by

extension, ‘source’ or ‘spring’) and damaʿa (tears), that is, Ain Addamai. The water rises from the

ground. Zirí era.

A third route can be in the city of Granada, walking and learning about the history with the Guide,

passing by the Hotel in Tablas street that was the House of Luis Rosales, where Lorca took refuge when

they were going to arrest him. Her patio remains, or walking to "La Huerta de San Vicente" house that

belonged to the family before going to the United States, and visit the García Lorca Center

√ Exclusive, private visit.
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Alpujarra of Granada or The Caves of Guadix 

Private tour Alpujarra de Granada, Albuxarrat, Arabic and Moorish, dotted with small white villages and

colorfully decorated ravines, unique architecture, in the Sierra Nevada National and Natural Park.

Cañadas, forests, culture, gastronomy, history, wines….

Travel through the Alpujarra of Granada, Lanjarón, Capileira and Bubión, Pampaneira the most

picturesque white town of La Alpujarra, in the Barranco de Poqueira. Get to know artisan workshops and

get to Trevélez, one of the highest towns in Spain, and the one that gives its name to its ham. Natural

sites of Sierra Nevada.

 Local taverns where you will enjoy gastronomy with local products.

Guadix  and its Caves 

A city with a clay landscape, cave houses excavated with an ancestral technique within the hills, being a

unique landscape in the region and the most important center in Europe with more than 2,000 caves.

Troglodyte tradition, and without forgetting that well-known films such as "Indiana Jones and The Last

Crusade" have been filmed.

Get to know the experience of living in a Cave and enjoying its desert landscape.
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Ecological oil tourism and Secrets of the Andalusian olive grove

Visit an organic oil mill to live an Essence Experience in Andalusia, a family oil mill in the

middle of nature to discover the secrets of the Andalusian olive oil.

You will walk with its owner who is also a farmer of organic olive trees, where you can get to know a

family oil mill and the centenary cultural identity.

The history of these oils dates back to Andalusian times. Olive oil is the liquid gold of Spanish culture

and is increasingly integrated into world culture.

La Almazara is located just 15 minutes from Granada, a destination of great ecological importance in

an environment of altitude and well-preserved nature.

Walk through the centenary olive grove, where you will learn about ecological production and

environmental impact, in a participatory way, following the olive process until it becomes juice, from

the reception of the fruit, in the patio, factory, cellar, packaging.

You will enjoy a Miller Breakfast, tasting this olive juice with artisanal organic bread from the town.
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  Travel through Seville, Málaga and Cádiz 

Andalusia exclusively, designed from the first moment so that your trip is a unique

experience.

 Córdoba, the ancient Umayyad capital of Al-Andalus, where the period of greatest

splendor was concentrated, with its Mosque and the Jewish quarter, the historic

neighborhood of “Madinat Al-Qadima”, strolling along its Roman bridge, where the

labyrinth of alleys takes you to another epoch. A city that falls in love at night and in the

spring season dresses its courtyards with flowers. Visit to Medina Azahara or "Madinat al

-Zahra" built by the first Umayyad Caliph, Abderraman III.

Seville, private visits to its Cathedral, La Giralda, Real Alcázar and Archivo de Indias,

walking through the Triana or Santa Cruz neighborhoods, getting to know its Holy Week

or its April Fair, or enjoying its province such as Carmona, Écija and the towns from the

Sevillian countryside.

Málaga, Calle Larios and its museums such as the Picasso or Thyssen Museum, Pompidou

Museum or enjoy the Cathedral, La Alcazaba, the Port, gastronomy in its Markets, and its

beaches where you can eat the typical Espeto, traditionally made in their boats, or go of

Shopping in its different centers such as Plaza Mayor with McArthurGlen Designer Outlet

or Puerto Banús where you can make your luxury purchases

Cádiz, living an exclusive experience in one of its Livestock Farms, Gastronomy, its

extensive beaches and spectacular sunsets, Golf Courses and its Wineries such as Jerez or

Puerto de Santa María.
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 Cordova between Roots and History 

Córdoba, returning to your roots, with a cultural and monumental legacy, with the waters of the

Guadalquivir River, inheritance of the different peoples settled in its rich lands, have made it a

privileged place. In the year 929 it was proclaimed the capital of the independent caliphate of

Damascus, being the religious, political and administrative seat of the entire western Islamic kingdom.

World Heritage Site, next to the Mosque-Cathedral, the Caliphate City of Medina Azahara and Los

Patios.

The architecture, culture, gastronomy and crafts are part of the Muslim heart and of Córdoba.

Your experience in Córdoba will take you from the hand of a professional guide, making your private

visit.

During the tour you will enjoy a stop for tea, coffee or lemonade.

 Optional:

Workshop of an Andalusian tradition such as Filigrana

Andalusian gastronomy tasting
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 Wine Routes through Andalusía   

In Spain you can breathe the wine culture. The culture of wine will accompany you

throughout the journey through our wineries and vineyards. Wine is the ambassador that

makes the culture, customs, people, history, monuments and gastronomy of a place

known. Wine is sensations, experiences and experiences. In Andalusia we have special

oenology routes.

The Jerez or Sanlúcar de Barrameda Wine and Brandy Route, the Montilla-Moriles Wine

Route in the Córdoba countryside or the Ronda Route.

Routes in different environments of the province of Granada, Sierra de la Contraviesa in

the Alpujarra Granadina, in a privileged natural environment and with a special

microclimate for growing vines and of great ecological value. The Lecrín Valley, a valley

where its extensive orange groves mix with the vineyards.

Route traveling through the northern part of the province of Granada, such as Guadix, the

Geopark area, Baza, or Marquesado del Zenete, wineries that will take us to the taste of

the history of the area, its culture, monuments and gastronomy, together with its people. .

Or the Ruta de Los Montes, Alhama de Granada in the Sierra de Tejada.

The Harvest is one of the celebrations that takes place between September and October

where wine culture becomes a unique experience.
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Flamenco 

Culture and Traditions, essence of Spain.

The diversity of cultures that lived here, Arab, Roman, Celtic, Jewish gave us the wealth of customs,

flavors, art, history that you can enjoy.

Travel through culture, through art such as flamenco, living a private craft experience accompanied by

an artisan, or visiting a private art collection with its owners in a carmen.

Caves, Zambras, or Flamenco tablaos, festivals or walking with an expert in flamenco are some of the

experiences created.
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 CHARMING

ACOMMODATIONS

In Andalusia you will find Exclusive

Accommodations, such as Private

Palaces, Haciendas, Boutique

Hotels, accommodations in natural

and unique places, Great Luxury,

Sustainable and Inclusive, Caves in

a special environment.

5 * Hotels, Luxury Apartments,

Villas or houses in Andalusia,

where details, comfort and

exclusivity are important in your

stay. Their tastes are transferred to

the place where they will rest.



MICE 

Bleisure & Incentives
 

Agency Associated with Granada Convention Bureau, we create Incentives and

Boutique Events, Exclusive Experiences, offering unforgettable Experiences,

guiding us along the line of the company, with programs and activities tailored

to our destination

Rentals in Andalusian Haciendas and Private Cortijos in Nature are the ideal for

a reduced and exclusive Event.

Exclusive experiences thanks to the personal knowledge and our team at the

destination.

 

 



Services
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Private Transfer  Assistance 24/7 Shopping 



Sonríe Travel 

hola@sonrietravel.com 
Calle Ancha de la Virgen 17 Bajo B

18009 Granada
phone: +34 620 900 138 
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Twitter
@SonrieTravelSmi

Facebook
@Sonrietravel

Instagram
@Sonrietravel

You follow us ? 


